Why personalised
content is important

within the next

5 years

Personalisation is becoming
more prominent in digital
marketing, offering an
improved user experience
by providing information or
targeting ads based on an
individual’s activities and
interests. In fact, according to
a new report from SmarterHQ,
72% of consumers say they
now only engage with
marketing messages that are
personalised and tailored to
their interests. The following
pages highlight why you should
make your content stand out
in front of other businesses.
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1. Personalisation starts with data
Some of you may think that collecting every single piece of your customer’s information is
unnecessary or won’t make a difference e.g. a surname or a telephone number, however,
you are wrong. Collecting consumer information is the first step to generate detailed data,
without it, the quest towards personalisation becomes a moot point - it’s like trying to find a
needle in a haystack. Big data is the key to knowing them intimately enough to then begin
trying to meet their needs, and even predict what they might want at a particular touchpoint
going forward. This type of information can be obtained from things they have interacted
with, for example, social media content, marketing emails, portals, websites and instant
valuations. Once you have this information, it becomes much easier to understand who they
are and how to interact with them.
The next question you are properly asking yourself is, ‘how do I deliver personalised and
contextual experiences to my customers, and how do I monitor their interactions?’
By having a digital marketing platform that tracks and learns from your data can help. A system
with machine learning means that you can always see your customer’s footprint and analyse
their experience, constantly allowing you to be one step ahead with your personalisation.
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2. Personalisation is good for business
There was a time when seeing your name in an email subject line seemed like a revolutionary
advancement in digital marketing? Today, personalisation means offering customers tailored
experiences that keep them engaged, which requires a far more robust and strategic
approach and is essential to remaining competitive in a crowded and increasingly savvy
marketplace. As consumers we act on emotion; emotions are personal to us, therefore, it
only seems right that a business acts on this. Consumers are more likely to purchase from
brands that know their name and purchase history. If you know this information, then it
becomes much easier to deliver relevant communications as a result. By having a system that
can deliver content and experiences across all channels that feels timely, in-context, and
personalised, then you are more likely to captivate that customer again for returning business.
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3. It strengthens your branding identity
The value of your products may be easy to calculate, but your consumer’s perception is
what determines the value your brand in the marketplace. Brand equity is the perception
customers have of your products and services based on what they think of your
business as a whole. Companies like Apple, Google and Amazon are all considered
to have high brand equity. There’s no individual aspect that makes a brand stand
out, however a strong brand gains considerable business benefits from: awareness,
reputation, innovation and customer satisfaction. If you want to build a strong brand,
marketing can’t be limited to one department. All areas have to demonstrate value to
the customer. The customer experience is the foundation from which you build the rest of
your marketing strategy to strengthen your brand identity.
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4. Your customers expect it
The importance of personalisation is easiest to grasp when you think of your own
experience as a consumer. When you’re on a brand’s website, do you appreciate
receiving personalised recommendations and offers? What do you expect after
purchasing a product/service with them?
In simple terms, consumers have become accustomed to getting what they want, and
they’re gravitating toward the brands that recognise them as individuals at every step of
their journey. Meeting those expectations lands on the shoulders of the business, who must
leverage on data and behavioural traits to provide intelligent personalisation tactics, in
order to have your customers returning for more. As well as having customers come back for
more, that’s not the important part. The important part is to make sure that the relationship
between the business and consumer is built first. Customers love an experience that leaves
them feeling valued. By making them feel exclusive, they will reward you with more business.

“91% of consumers are more likely to shop with
brands that recognise, remember, and provide
them with relevant offers and recommendations.”
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5. Final thoughts
Once you start adding clean data in your system, then it will become second nature to
create personalised content for your clientele. Listen intently to what your consumers are
saying, because they know what they want. Technology is evolving, meaning that the
way we market to our customers is changing and will be rapidly adapting in the decade
to come. By implementing the above guidelines, it will help your business stay relevant.
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